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drills, qigong · tai chi · bagua - the longevity center clinic ... - tai ji quan, bagua zhang and xing yi quan
are based upon qigong, self-defense and taoist principles. these wudang systems are particularly noted for
healing, strength, power, health and longevity. training is presented on several different levels, emphasizing
structural integration as a foundation for energetic development and martial applications. bagua: what’s
important? discipline! strength of character - bagua. starting out we will focus on the warm-ups and
basics which are a core to the art. from there we will proceed to the basic drills that are important to a good
foundation. the next step is to proceed onto the solo forms. we will progress through the forms working on
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sword around with no qi, no inner connection, no power, no skill or taiji/bagua. i judge members having a
foundation and understanding not on what they say they know but what their body demonstrates as i see
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